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What we'll

LEARN

MAKE EMAIL
WORK FOR
YOUR
BUSINESS . . .

Overview

Are you tired of committing hours to
creating an email just to see lackluster
response? We'll show you how to boost
your email ROI by...

Building a Strong List

Writing Engaging Copy

Perfecting Your Email
Template

Automating Your Email
Journey

Using Data to Drive Your
Decisions
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BUILD A
STRONG L IST

Your email success is dependent on

the quality of your email list. 
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Attract Quality not Quantity
Build lists that support the customer you want to attract, not someone who is just

scrolling through social media. 

Offer a discount to first-time website visitors or shoppers. 

Have a sign up for a specific resource or giveaway rather than a generic newsletter. 

Use technology, like Square customer emails, to build customer loyalty lists and

programs. 

Use your marketing channels to promote your strongest resources of offers. i.e.

Instagram, Facebook, to-go bags/boxes, window displays, etc.

Encourage referral marketing with discounts to loyal customers who share your emails

or discount codes.
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WRITE
ENGAGING COPY

The goal of your email is to encourage an

action, tell a story, or provide your reader with

something they didn't know before opening

your message.
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Don't Half A** Your Subject Lines
Your subject line shouldn't be an afterthought. It is arguably the most important copy in

your email. Strong subject lines should evoke emotion. It could be comical, personal, or

create curiosity. 

Find Your Brand Voice. Is your company edgy,

professional, casual, or funny? Your brand tone attracts

your ideal client and makes your company stand apart

from competition. Finding your brand voice allows you

to write consistent copy that converts.

Be Personal. Testing proves that emails that use "You"

have higher click thrus rates than those that do not.

Personalize your emails with your client's past

purchases, similar products they may like, or just add in

their names as an easy way to make them feel like they

aren't just another order. 

Be Authentic with your Brand 

Create A Clear Call to Action (CTA)
Your call to action or "ask" is essential to every email. It's what converts your email list into

customers. Your CTA needs to be sprinkled thoughtfully throughout your message and

should be clearly above the fold. This includes mobile view! Be sure it is linked within the

main body copy and including in the closing paragraph or PS. 

Add Multiple Links . Guide your readers to similar articles, products, recipes, or helpful tips
that they normally wouldn't find browsing themselves. This allows you to test what your
subscribers are most interested in and provides multiple opportunities to engage with your
brand. 
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PERFECTING
YOUR EMAIL
TEMPLATE

Did you know the layout of your email can

impact readability and response? Here are

some things to consider when designing your

email template. 
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Images vs. Plain Text

Are you a B2B or B2C company? Most B2B companies encounter common email challenges like

firewalls and filtering unfamiliar emails. Your email template  should be compatible with Outlook,

Office 365, and Gmail. As a B2B company, your email template should be tested and responsive

to Apple and Samsung mobile devices, Gmail, Yahoo, and Outlook. B2C companies are more

likely to have subscribers check their email on their cell phones than B2B companies. 

Mobile vs. Desktop

Buttons vs. P.S. Reminders

Some email providers and smartphones  require users to download images in order to view the

full context of an email. That is why it is so important to test whether images or plain text

resonate best with your subscribing audience. Not sure where your list falls? Try a healthy

balance of image and text to start and see what your image click thru rate is. Don't forget to only

test one variable or change at a time!

If your audience downloads images,

CTA buttons are great ways to easily

draw your subscriber's eye to take

action. If you find your subscribers

don't click images, utilize PS

reminders and linked plain text to

allow them to easily transition to

your website. 

Remember to test your links to ensure your site is

mobile responsive before hitting send!
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AUTOMATING
YOUR EMAIL
JOURNEY

We are all for working smarter, not harder.

Here are a few automated journeys to

increase client satisfaction and customer

retention. 
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Honor Existing Customers

A simple thank you goes a long way. When a new customer makes a purchase or joins your list

for the first time, what is their experience? Here's a simple example of how to increase client

satisfaction by using email automation.

Thank New Clients

Instantly: Thank you for your purchase, you're supporting a local business that donates to... 

3 days later: <Name>, as a loyal customer, we truly value your opinion. Tell us what you want to

see on our shelves next and we'll give you <discount amount> off. 

21 days later:  <Name>, we've been thinking about you! We thought these new products are just

your style. Plus, we have special savings for our most loyal members. Stop by the store and ask an

associate!

Share Your Secrets

Turning a first time customer into a brand ambassador is like any relationship. It takes time and

nurturing. Here's an example of how to honor your most valuable customers.

Have a monthly newsletter? Share some of

your business secrets! Whether it's a teaching

moment about a personal failure or your

grandma's favorite cornbread recipe,

personalizing your automated newsletter

makes it feel less transactional and humanizes

your brand. 

Instantly: Thank you for your purchase, you're supporting a local business that donates to... 

3 days later: How's your <selection> working out for you?  Tell us what you want to see on our

shelves next.

14 days later: We appreciate your business! Check out this sweet deal we made especially for you. 
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USING DATA TO
DRIVE YOUR
DECIS IONS

All your answers lie within the numbers! Once

you have an email campaign out the door,

your job has only begun! Take a look at the

data to see what improvements you can make

to your next campaign. 
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Open Rate

First, you'll want to be sure that your email lists are segmented into similar target markets. For

example, you may have different lists for...

Prospects

Local Customers

Audience Segmenting

Click Thru Rates 
The percentage of recipients who opened your

email compared to how many contacts were sent

the email. This rate often varies based on the type

of email sent. 

Typical EM Goal: >40% Newsletter Goal: >15%

This is the percentage of recipients that

have clicked on any link in your

email message. 

Goal: >2.5%

Delivery Rate Unsubscribe Rate

Social Media Referrals 

International Customers

Customer Referrals 

Past Product Purchases

Bounce Rate

The percentage of emails

actually delivered to

inboxes, calculated by

subtracting hard and soft

bounces from the gross

number of emails sent, then

dividing that number by

gross emails sent.

Goal: >95%

The percentage of total

emails sent that could not be

delivered to the

recipient’s inbox.

Goal: <5%

The percentage of total

unsubscribes from the gross

number of emails delivered. 

Unsubscribes also maintain

list health and aren't always

necessarily negative.

Goal: <0.5%
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